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A CONVERGENCE PROOF FOR 
SIMPLE AND MULTIPLE FOURIER SERIES* 

BY M. G. CA.RMAN 

The purpose of this paper is to establish the convergence 
of both the simple and the multiple Fourier series with 
a second order linear homogeneous differential equation as 
a starting point. The method of proof for the simple series 
is essentially that of Birkhofft applied to a special case. 
In the extension of the theory to the multiple series, the 
argument is similar to that used by Camp$ in connection 
with a first order equation. Apart from any relation with 
more general theory, the proofs given here are of interest 
because of the elegance with which they lead to important 
results. 

THEOREM I. Let f(x) be made up of a finite number of 
pieces in the interval — n 1 ^ w < n y each real, continuous, 
and with a continuous derivative. For — n < x < n the 
Fourier series for fix) converges to \Yfix—0) + ƒ ( # + 0)]. 
For x—+n it converges to \[f{—^ + 0)+/(7r—0)]. 

We start with the differential equation 

(i) y"+Q2y = o, 

and the boundary conditions 

(2) y(— n) = y(n\ y'(—Tt) = y'(n), 

where x is the independent variable and Q2 is a parameter. 
It is easily seen that a necessary and sufficient condition 

that the system (1), (2) have a solution is that Q be a positive 
or negative integer, or zero. These integral values of Q 

* The means of approach to Fourier series which is employed in 
this paper was suggested to a class of graduate students by Professor 
K. D. Carmichael; the problem was solved completely or in part by 
several members of the group. 

f TRANSACTIONS OF THIS SOCIETY, vol. 9 (1908), p. 390. 

$ TRANSACTIONS OF THIS SOCIETY, vol. 25 (1923), pp. 123-34. 
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are called the characteristic values. We now seek a function 
which, for all values of Q other than the characteristic 
values, satisfies conditions (2) and comes as near as possible 
to satisfying (1 ) throughout the interval —n <1 x < rt. Under 
one interpretation of "as near as possible" this function, 
which we shall call G{x, £; Q2), is the function which satis
fies the boundary conditions and also satisfies equation (1) 
at every point of the interval, — it <; x < n, except at one 
point £, at which point G(x, £; Q2) itself is continuous but 
its derivative with respect to x has a jump of 1. We may 
compute G(x, ?;£2) as follows: let 

G(X,Ï;Q2) 
. ex cos QX + c2 sin QX, when — re < x <c £, 

cos qx + c4 sin QX, when £ < x < n, 

where the c's are independent of x. There are four relations 
among the c's, which are sufficient to determine them 
uniquely; two imposed by the boundary conditions, one by 
the condition of continuity of #(# ,£; Q2) at x = ?, and the 
fourth by the condition of discontinuity of G'x(x, ?; Q2) at 
x = ?. This last relation, written explicitly, is 

%(§ + 0 , g ; P > ) - ö i ( 5 — 0 , ?;?") = 1, 
or 

— c3(>sin(>£4- céQ cos Q% — (—CxQsmQ -̂̂ r C2QCOSQ^) = 1. 

In this way we find 

(3) G(X,Ç;Q*) 

1 
2<? 

/ uN . / Vv , cos OT; cos ((># — P£)" 
sgnO— !)sm(e# — Q§)-\ 

SIHQTC J 

Considered as a function of Q, G{X/§\Q2) is analytic 
except at the characteristic values of Q. For Q a positive 
or negative integer, G(X,£;Q2) has a pole of the first order, 
while at Q = 0 it has a pole of the second order. In order 
to reduce this second order pole to one of the first order, 
multiply both members of (3) by Q and then consider the 
function QG{X,%\Q2\ which is analytic except for simple 
poles at the characteristic values of Q. Denoting by Bn(%,%) 
the residue of QG(X,Ç\Q2) at Q = n, one readily finds that 
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ù Tt 

whence 

(4) é-Jrf{x'hQi)dQ 

= ^— (cos w# cos n § + s i n w# sin w S), 

where rn is a circle in the ç-plane with center at Q = n 
and radius ^. The Fourier series for f(x) is 

(5) J a0 + ^ (a» cos nx + &w sin w#)> 
w = i 

where 

(6) 
7* J - * 

an = — I cosw£/(?)d£, 

6n = — ! sin n?/(£)d£, (w = 0,1, 2, . . . ) . 
71 Ü — 7Z 

The general term of this series is 
an cos nx + &n sin nx 

(cos w# cos n § + sin w# sin w £)ƒ(§) d ?, 

which, by virtue of (4), may be written in the form 

an cos nx + &̂  sin nx = —: I I ç Ö (a?, £?; e2) ƒ(§) d% dç. 
mJrnJ~n 

This same term will clearly be obtained if the contour 
integration is along T-n instead of rn% Hence, if Cu is a 
circle in the ç-plane with center at the origin and radius 
ft+ 4, and if Su denotes the sum of the first ft+1 terms 
of (5), we have 

^ = 9^7 f Ç QGtefhQ*)f®dSd9. 

The limit of this double integral is desired as ft becomes 
infinite. For this purpose the integral is broken up into 
two parts, IîTn'œ and Jf,7r, the limits of ? being—n and 
x in Iû~*'x and x and n in /&'*, where — n <C X -< n. 
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Considering I^'00 and integrating by parts with respect 
to £, we have 

ir*'x = 
sing n 

•A&dSd9 

sing a; 
g Sin g 7T 

sing (7T—ag-f-§) 

/ ( - 7 T + 0) 

4 ffàdÇldç. 
Sing TT 

As ft becomes infinite each of the three parts of IiT*'*30 

tributes a certain amount to the sum of the series which 
we are seeking. The contribution of 

con-

[7t*JckQ 
f(x—0)dQ 

is easily seen to be \f(x—0). We now show that the 
contribution of each of the other two parts is zero. In 
the e-plane let pt 
and p2 be two 
parabolas with 
vertices at the 
origin and axes 
coinciding with 
the axis of reals, 
px lying in a right 
half-plane, meet
ing Cu in the 
points A and B. 
and p2 lying in a 
left half - plane, 
meeting Cu in the 
points C and D. 
Then along the 
arcs AB and CD | sin qxlsm QTX | is bounded while the product 
of 1llq\ and the length of the path of integration goes 
to zero as ft becomes infinite. On the other hand, along 
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the arcs BC and DA limfc = oo | sin ^^/sin ^/r | = 0, since 
the imaginary part of Q becomes infinite with k, while the 
product of | Il Q | and the length of the path of integration 
is bounded. Therefore the contribution of the second part 
of lu*'00 is #ero. To see that the third part of Iün'x also 
contributes zero, take the absolute value of the integrand, 
replace | ƒ ' (£) | by an upper bound M, integrate first with 
respect to ? and then, breaking up Cu with the parabolas 
as before, integrate along Ck. 

In precisely the same way one sees that as k becomes 
infinite the total contribution of lfn is i / f e + O). The 
theorem is now proved for interior points of the interval. 
It may be extended to include the end points -\~n and —n 
in the following way. Let 0(x) be a function of period 2n, 
identical with ƒ (x) in the interval —TT<X<TV. By the part 
of the theorem already proved ®{x) is represented by its 
Fourier series in the interval 0<X<,2TV except possibly 
at x = 7t. Let g{x) = ®{x-\-n)t It may easily be shown 
that the Fourier constants of g(x) as calculated directly 
from formulae (6) are identical with those obtained by 
replacing x by x-\-n in the Fourier series for Q>(x). But 
since g(x) satisfies all the conditions of the theorem, its 
Fourier series converges a t # — 0 to %[g( + 0)-\-g(—0)]. 
Hence at x — n, the Fourier series for ƒ(x) converges to 

Ug(+o)+g(-o)] = ^[0(7t-\-o) + 0(Tv-o)] 

Similarly at x — —n , the Fourier series for ƒ (x) converges 
to the same value. 

THEOREM II. Let fix^x^,...,^ be made up in the 
region —^f^Xj^n (j = 1,2, . . .,k) of a finite number 
of pieces, each real, continuous, and with continuous 
partial derivatives with respect to xux2,.. *,xu. Then the 
Fourier series for f(x1,x2, -. -,Xk) converges to the value 

~^ZJ f{xx ± 0, x2 dz 0 , . . . , xjc± 0), where the summation sign 

means the sum of the 2k terms obtained by taking all possible 
combinations of the positive and negative signs. Ifxj = zt Tt, 
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instead of ay + 0 and Xj—0 read —TT + O and n—0 
respectively. 

For the sake of simplicity the proof is given here for 
h = 2. The method is clearly applicable to the general case. 

We now use the system 

«H-«Jy=o, 
yj{—n) = yj(n)9 yj( 

Calculating the residue of Q10(XV ^ ÎÇ?) at Q^= m, and that 
of Q2G(X2, §2; QI) at Q2 = n and taking the product of these 
residues, one finds 

^2 

M-n ) = ̂ ) j ° ' = 1?2)-

fa) L L QiG&v^Q$Q2G&v^®dQidQ2 

(7) = j-yfcos mxi cos nx2 cos m£x cos n%2 

+cosm^i sinw#2 cosm?! sinn?2+ sinm^i cosnx2 sinm£i cosw£2 

+ sin mxi sin nx2 sin m£i sin w£2] ? 
where r m is a circle in the QX-plane about the pole QX — m 
and r j is a circle in the ^2-plane about the pole Q2 = w. 

The Fourier series for ƒ (xu x2) is 
00 

/o\ 2 €,*rm [Amn cos ma?! cos nx2 + jBm^ cos mxt sin w#2 
W m, n = 0 

+ (7mn sin mx1 cos n#2 + Dmn sin m#i sin w#2 ] ? 

where , x 

j J, if m = ^ = O, 
fmn = j \, if m = 0, n r> 0? or if m > 0, n = 0, 

[l9 if m > 0 , n ^ O , 
and where 

i r p 
4 W = —g I I cos m?i cos n%2 /(£1? £2) d£i d£2, 

i p* p* 
-Bm̂  = —2 I I cos m^i sin w£2 ƒ (?i> £2) d£i dl2, 

(9) * J - 7 r J " 7 r 

1 f * f* 
Cmn = —g I I sin m?t cos n%2 ƒ (?1? §2) ĉ §! <fê2, 

1 f * f* 
£ W = —» I I sin w?i sin riê2 ƒ (§i? £2) d§i d£2. 
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Combining formulas (7) and (9), we have 

Amn cos mxx cos nx2 + Bmn cos mxx sin nx2 

+ Cmn sin mxt cos nx2 -f Dmn sin m^ sin w#2 

do) n\'(' f r r^ö^^^^ö^,!?,;^) 
\7ttl O lnO T<mO—TZO]-Tz 

ƒ(?!, S2) d^d^dg^ . 
The first member of this equation, which is the general 
term of (8), will also be obtained if Tm is replaced by -T_m 

or T'n by r i w , or if both these changes are made simul
taneously. Hence, if rm and Tn are replaced by Cp. and 
CI respectively, where Cp. is a circle in the ^-plane with 
center at the origin and radius ^ + i> and C'v is a circle 
in the ç2-plane with center at the origin and radius ^ + i , 
the second member of (10) gives four times the sum of 
the terms of (8) for which m < ^ and n<^v. Let Sp* be 
this sum. Then we have 

f{ÇvÇ2)dÇ1dÇ2dQ1dQ2. 

To find the limit of this four-fold integral as fi and v 
become infinite, theorem I may be used, for by interchanging 
the order of the integrations with respect to £2 and qx the 
integral becomes simply a succession of two double integrals, 
each of the type evaluated in the proof of Theorem I. 
Integrating first with respect to %x and çl9 and then with 
respect to £8 and #2, we have 

^ Ï Ï o o ^ = H / f e - 0 , ^ - 0 ) + / f e + 0 , ^ - 0 ) 
+Axl—0,xÈ + 0)+f{xi + 0,œt + 0)]. 
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